112 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
Clothing Workers and the International Union of Oil Field,
Gas Well and Refinery Workers.
Lewis and other leaders of * Vertical" unions in November,
1935, formed the CIO inside the A. R of L. to extend this
principle of organization to other fields, a start having been
made with the chartering of the United Automobile Workers
in August, 1935, and the United Rubber Workers a month
later. In January, 1936, the executive council of the parent
body ordered the rebels to disband, and in August, when the
dissident unions were *'suspended/' the total secession of
Lewis's cohorts shortly followed. In 1938, with their four
million members overtopping the Federation by nearly half
a million, these unions rechristened themselves the Congress
of Industrial Organizations, The American labor movement
was thus rent from top to bottom. Industrial unionism
aligned itself with bold fighting tactics and a legislative pro-
gram to the left of the New Deal, leaving to craft unionism
the conciliatory traditions which William Green as presi-
dent had inherited from Samuel Gompers. Yet, even after the
great schism, influence surviving within the A. R of L. still
urged it with partial success to "go industrial" and also to
take livelier interest in the political scene.*
Spearheaded by the CIO, organized labor in the latter thir-
ties developed, in to a force for political action never before
seen in the United States, lining campaign chests, ringing
doorbells, campaigning by stump and poster and radio, get-
ting out the vote on an impressive scale. While the A. R of
L*, in its tradition of standing by labor's friends and oppos-
ing its foes, gave only indirect support to the New Deal and
* Such a development within the A. F. of L. during the latter years of this
era as the jurisdiction accorded the Machinists* Union over workers of all kinds
in the aviation industry, virtually erased the vaunted division line between
Federation and CIO* Far from weakening the A. F. of L., this fission seemed
beneficial, shocking it into more vigorous leadership, yet leaving it with a con-
servatism in some employers' eyes which led them to bargain here rather than
at the door of the CIO—so that by early 1941 the A. F. of L. boasted an
all-time record of 4,500,000 dues-paying members to its rival's static 4,000,000.

